The magnetorotational instability of dusty plasmas is investigated using the multi-fluid model and the general dispersion relation is derived based on local approximation. The dust grains are found to play an important role in the dispersion relation in the low-frequency mode and exhibit destabilizing effects on the plasma. Both the instability criterion and growth rate are affected significantly by the dust and when the dust is heavy enough to be unperturbed, the reduced dispersion relations are obtained. The instability criteria show that the dust grains have stabilizing effects on the instability when the rotation frequency decreases outwards and conversely lead to destabilizing effects when the rotation frequency increases outwards. The results are relevant to accession and protoplanetary disks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetorotational instability (MRI) 1, 2 of plasmas has attracted much attention for about two decades ago since Balbus and Hawley restudied and applied it to accretion disks to investigate the anomalous viscosity problem in the seminal monograph. 3 The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability is believed to be the key factor driving plasma turbulence and accounts for the angular momentum transport in accretion disks. 3 It can also be used to interpret how materials in the accretion disks fall inwards to feed stars or black holes in the center. The MRI destroys the Rayleigh's stable criterion in the hydrodynamic system and makes it magnetohydrodynamically unstable directly leading to disk turbulence and orbital angular momentum transport. [4] [5] [6] [7] Owing to this significant application, MRI plays an important role in astrophysical problems such as magnetized accretion disks, 8 protoplanetary disks, 9 ,10 stellar disks, 11 core-collapse supernovae, 12 protoneutron stars, 13 and so on. By means of Taylor-Couette flow configuration, Ji et al.
14 experimentally showed that MRI might be the only plausible source of accretion disk turbulence even in cool disks.
Dust grains cannot be ignored in many astrophysical environments 15 and are relevant to physics of accretion and protoplanetary disks. 16, 17 It is thus of interest to fathom how the MRI behaves in a dusty plasma. Theoretical analyses were first performed by Mikhailovskii et al. 16 who studied MRI in a dusty plasma utilizing the one-fluid MHD approach generalized to include the immobile dust effects. 18, 19 Here, the dust grains were assumed to be heavy enough to be immobile so that the dust effects were contained in the model only by introducing an electric field term in the onefluid equation of plasma motion. It should be noted that most studies have adopted the one-fluid model in the analytical study of MRI and the two-fluid model has been proposed recently by Ren et al. 20 More recently, Ren et al. investigated the MRI in a weakly ionized plasma by taking into account collisions between neutrals and the plasma. 21 Based on the information presented in Ref. 20 , Zhou investigated the MRI in dusty plasmas with viscous effects and derived the dispersion relation for local MRI. 22 However, no useful result can be obtained directly from this dispersion relation due to its complicated expression and also because without further analytical exploration, the numerical evaluation was only conducted for a specific high-frequency case. Using the three-fluid model, we present here a different form of the dispersion relation which clearly and directly illustrates the effects of mobile dust grains and the role played by dusts in the dispersion relation of MRI.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basic equations and assumptions, and the general dispersion relation of the local MRI is derived in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the detailed discussion about the dispersion relation for three different cases: low-frequency mode with X ( X d , MHD mode with X d ( X ( X c , and ion Hall mode with X տ X c . Here X is the differentially rotational frequency, X d and X c are the dust and ion gyro frequencies, respectively, as defined below. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Sec. V.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
We consider a three-component dusty plasma comprising electrons, singly charged ions, and charged dust grains. The plasma is assumed to be embedded in a magnetic field B 0 along the z-direction and rotates with differential angular frequencyX ¼ XðrÞẑ. The quasi-neutrality condition is
Here n j is the number density of species j (j ¼ i, e, and d representing ions, electrons, and dust, respectively). Z d is the number of charges in units of e residing on the dust grains and e is the magnitude charge of the electron, a) Electronic address: hjren@ustc.edu.cn. 
for negatively (resp. positively) charged dust grains. The mass conversation and motion equations for species j are
and
respectively. The fluid equations above are coupled with the Maxwell's equations,
r ÁB ¼ 0; (4)
Here, m j is the mass,ṽ j is the fluid velocity, P j is the thermal pressure, q j is the particle charge,Ẽ is the electric field,B is the magnetic field, U ¼ ÀGM=R is the gravitational potential of the central object with mass M, G is the gravitational constant, R ¼ ðr 2 þ z 2 Þ 1=2 with r being the distance from the rotation axis and z the vertical coordinate, c ¼ ðe 0 l 0 Þ À1=2 is the light speed in the vacuum, andJ is the current density. The resistance and viscosity effects are neglected here to restrict ourselves to the ideal hydrodynamic model. We also ignore the self-gravitational effect and charging and discharging process of dusty grains, and assume that local dusty grains have the same charge and size for simplicity.
III. LOCAL DISPERSION RELATION
In the cylindrical coordinates (r; h; z), the perturbed velocity, magnetic field, and electric field areṽ j1 ¼ ðṽ jr ;ṽ jh ;ṽ jz Þ, B 1 ¼ ðB r ;B h ;B z Þ, andẼ 1 ¼ ðẼ r ;Ẽ h ;Ẽ z Þ, respectively. The plasma is considered to be incompressible and so the mass conservation condition is reduced to r Áṽ ¼ 0. The density fluctuation can be ignored if the equilibrium state is assumed to be homogeneous, namely, n j0 ¼ constant, yieldingñ j ¼ 0, where n j0 andñ j and the unperturbed and perturbed number density, respectively. The perturbed Poisson equation yields E z ¼ iLẼ r =k z withL ¼ 1=r þ @ r . Similarly, the incompressible condition gives rise toṽ jz ¼ iLṽ jr =k z and the divergencefree property of the magnetic field r ÁB 1 ¼ 0 leads tõ B z ¼ iLB r =k z . According to the perturbed Faraday's law Eq.
xk zẼ r . Substitution of these relations into the linearized motion equation, the perturbed motion equations for species j in the incompressible approximation are 20 Àixṽ
The perturbed magnetic field is determined by
where ¼ Z d n d =n i represents the dust proportion and
=dlnr is the square of epicyclic frequency. It is assumed that the perturbation is asymmetric with the formf ðrÞe Àixtþik z z neglecting the displacement current, which is appropriate in low-frequency approximation. Here, x cj is defined as q j B 0 =m j , x is the wave frequency, and k z is the longitudinal wave number. According to the electron motion equations, the radial and azimuthal perturbed magnetic fields arẽ
in which the local approximation is adopted by assuming @ rLf ðrÞ ' Àk 2 rf ðrÞ and k r r ) 1. Here k r is the radial wave number, x c ¼ Àx ce is the Larmor frequency of electrons, and k ¼ ðk
1=2 is the total wave number. According to the dust motion equations, the dust velocities are derived as follows:ṽ
in which 
Inserting the four equations above into the ion motion equations and after some algebraic manipulation, we obtain
in which X c ¼ eB 0 =m i is the ion gyrofrequency. By substituting the perturbed magnetic fields from Eqs. (10) and (11) into the two formulas above, we arrive at the following mode equations:
Here we denote
in which V (18) and (19) , the local dispersion relation of the MRI in magnetized plasmas with mobile dust grains is
This formula is the general expression of dispersion relation of MRI in a dusty plasma. represents the effect of the dust component and X d is related to the mass of dust grains. By letting ¼ 0, the dispersion relation of the MRI reported in the pure electron-ion (e-i) plasmas in the two-fluid model can be recovered. 20 
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Low-frequency mode:
We first present the case when X ( X d . In this case, the rotational frequency is much less than the dust gyrofrequency. Noting that X c =x c ¼ m e =m i ' 0, the dispersion relation can be expanded by keeping the lowest order terms to obtain
where f stands for dX 2 =dlnr. The long wavelength approximation is adopted by assuming kV A ( X d . The effects of dust grains on MRI is represented by the term v, which is defined as
, the ratio between the effective frequency of dust X c and X d . Recalling the expressions of a and b, one has a ' 1 À , b ' À1, and the dispersion relation above as a quadric equation about x 2 can be rewritten as
in which r is short for k z =k. The discriminant is
which is always positive, yielding the following instability criterion,
The criterion indicates that the dust plays a significant role in MRI. The presence of dust shows destabilizing effect on MRI by weakening the stabilizing effect of the Alfv en wave. The growth rate of the MRI c ¼ Àix is determined by
Since
meaning that is sufficiently small, the standard dispersion relation and instability criterion of the MRI are recovered. 3 The effects of the dust on MRI can be ignored. However, for v տ 1 with ( 1 or $ Oð1Þ, the dust effect is significant. Figure 1 verifies the discussion above.
In the second case, the dust is sufficiently massive with the same rotation frequency as ions and electrons in the equilibrium state but not perturbed. If the dust is not involved in the perturbation as well as the rotation (as in Ref. 16 ), the equilibrium current is determined by J 0 ¼ en 0 rX with n 0 ¼ n i . Consequently, the Ampère's law indicates B 0 0 ¼ Àen 0 l 0 rX. That is, the equilibrium magnetic field cannot be supposed to be radially homogeneous. On the other hand, the Wentzel-Kramaers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation which allows us to ignore the density perturbations requires
When X has the order of x A , the effective dust frequency is on the order of d 2 and can be neglected completely. It can therefore be assumed that the dust is heavy enough to be unperturbed but still contributes to the equilibrium rotation so that the unperturbed current can be eliminated to allow axial homogenous magnetic field. Replacing Eq. (6) with
and after some similar algebraic analysis and manipulation, the following dispersion relation can be obtained:
Equation (27) requires thatṽ dr ¼ṽ dh ¼ 0. According to the perturbed dust velocities Eqs. (12) and (13), zeroing the velocities means that X d ' 0 for mathematically accuracy. In other words, the dust grains are too heavy to be perturbed. It is not surprising that the dispersion relation above can be directly reduced from Eq. In the long wavelength and low-rotational-frequency limits, i.e., ðkV A ; XÞ ( X c , and ( 1 to insure X c $ OðXÞ; there is a ' 1 and b ' À1 and then,
The instability occurs provided that
The instability criterion illustrates clearly two points. First of all, when X increases outwards, the dust grains impose destabilizing effects and when X c is larger than 2X, instability can still occur due to the presence of dust grains. Second, for negative dX=d ln r, the dust grains give rise to stabilizing effect. The mode is unstable when X c < 2X.
Comparing the dispersion relation (29) 
which yields the instability criterion,
In our calculation, the WKB approximation and local approximation are adopted whereas the spatial inhomogeneity of the magnetic field and dust density is disregarded. However, even if we zero the radial derivative of X c , the MHD result is still different from Eq. (29). Equation (31) is derived from the MHD equations containing immobile dust grains which introduces an electric field term in the one-fluid equation of plasma motion. Since electrons and ions are rotated while the dust is immobile, an equilibrium current comes into being and accordingly, the equilibrium magnetic field should be inhomogeneous. However, when deriving the dispersion relation (31), this inhomogeneity is not considered via replacing J with r ÂB=l 0 in the plasma motion equation directly and disregarding the equilibrium problem. Besides, the hierarchy of the equilibrium velocities also introduces an equilibrium electric field which does not attracted the proper discussion. Hence, we refer to the result derived from the multi-fluid model, i.e., the dispersion relation (29) and the criterion (30), which may be mathematically more reliable in lieu of Eqs.
(31) and (32) when the field inhomogeneity effects can be neglected under the WKB approximation. It is not surprising that a positive f can drive instability since similar conclusion has been reached, for instance, in Ref. 16 For $ Oð1Þ, two different branches appear. In the first one, by still restricting to the low-frequency approximation ðx A ; XÞ ( X c , we find from the dispersion relation (28) that x ¼ rX c =a and x ¼ 0. The first mode is a dust-cyclotronlike oscillation, which does not exist when ( 1 but comes into being when is large having x $ OðX c Þ much greater than X. The reason is that when the dust proportion (charge number density but not number density) is small, the assumption that the dust is not perturbed shows a weak effect. When the dust proportion is large, if the dust is not perturbed, i.e., if dust cyclotron is disregarded, this dust-cyclotron-like mode appears. A limiting case is ¼ 1 in which a ¼ 0 and only zero-frequency mode remains. Since the plasma contains just ions and dust, MRI comes into being in the lower frequency region according to our knowledge about the MRI in the e-i plasma. That is, Eq. (22) determines the MRI.
Consequently, the second case follows: The frequencies satisfy X c Շ ðX; x A Þ ( x c , and so the ion Hall effect cannot be ignored. After some algebraic manipulation, the dispersion relation (28) is simplified to . The formula above yields the instability criterion,
This criterion is reduced to the one reported in the e-i plasma [see Eq. (68) in Ref. 20] for ¼ 0, and to the criterion (30) for ( 1 and X ( X c . The last term representing the ion Hall effect can be neglected when X ( X c . The criterion (34) clearly indicates that the crucial condition for instability to come into being is
with negative f and
with positive f. Here, the critical value of is defined as
